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A meeting of the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve

System with the Presidents of the Federal Reserve Banks was held at

the Federal Reserve Building in Washington, D. C., at 9:30 a.m. on

Tuesday, August 23, 1966.

All of the members of the Board except Chairman Martin were

in attendance at the meeting, along with all of the Reserve Bank Pres-

idents.
Other attendance from the Board and the Reserve Banks was

ess
entially the same as at the meeting of the Federal Open Market

C°mmittee that convened following the adjournment of this joint meeting.

The purpose of this meeting was to discuss a staff draft of a

Proposed memorandum regarding the coordination of discount administra-

tiOn with other monetary policy instruments. The preliminary draft

statement had been prepared at the Board's direction and had been dis-

tr
ibuted to the Presidents under date of August 19, 1966.

Vice Chairman Robertson said the Board felt that the problem

tlas a very real one which should be resolved quickly. As all were

s/lare, in the past few months a significant degree of tightening had

been achieved through monetary policy, but unfortunately the impact

°f that tightening had been felt more heavily in some areas than

ott;pr
-8. The types of credit that were being tightened least were

those
that in some respects were the most inflationary and unsustain-

able. On the other hand, housing credit had been hit particularly

bard) and State and local Government financing might also be facing

4 teal pinch in the near future. This differential impact was typical
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of previous periods of tightening. The Board had endeavored to off-

set t by moving in the area of reserve requirements and by refusing

to move on Regulation Q ceilings. There were no plans for alleviat-

-6 pressure on CDs by moving Q ceilings for the time being. The

Board hoped that the System could achieve a greater effectiveness of

Policy than achieved thus far through an adaptation of discount policy.

Therefore the Presidents had been given a proposed program, on which

he hoped everyone would feel free to comment.

This was something about which the Board felt fairly keenly,

Governor Robertson said. There was probably going to be a need to con-

tinue .
tightening through monetary policy, which was carrying the load

in the absence of fiscal restraint, in order to deal with inflationary

Pressures. There would no doubt be further liquidity pressures, and

without effective policing of the discount window there was likely to

be
0 further dumping of municipals by banks onto an already congested

market. There was also a need for curtailment of business loans.

There were limits beyond which the Federal Reserve should not

8° in terms of being specific with respect to particular types of bor-

row.
but the System could at least exercise prudent pressure in an

savor to obtain curtailments in those areas that were most infla-

tion,
'ty. This could be done by adjusting discount administration.

8e°1" that came to the window without any indication that they were

' ttemPting to curtail their expansion of credit should not be welcomed



The Board would propose to give careful consideration to the

'
view„, ex 

pressed today, and then formulate the program and send it to

the R
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with open arms. This did not mean, of course, that there was any idea

Of Closing the window or changing the rules and regulations in the

area of meeting seasonal and temporary needs. But insofar as banks

endeavored to make greater use of the window--as they would no doubt

be d"hg--the System would have to do a job of policing. Not every

bank 
would be in a position to roll over its CDs if there was further

tight_
'ulrig. This would mean a real adjustment problem on which banks

Taust be helped, but not at the expense of providing funds for further

"Parisian of credit. What the System should be endeavoring to do was

to .
enlist the assistance of all banks in the country in the job of

zakirig monetary policy effective in fighting inflation. It was to be

hon^..1 .
tftat in this particular instance a monetary policy of restraint

enuld be made more effective than in the past.

Governor Robertson said that personally he was not bothered by

interest rates as such. However, he was bothered by the expansion of

credit) particularly in the business loan area. What the Board was seek-

he added, was even-handed administration of the discount window.

kfferent kinds of operations in twelve Banks could not be afforded.

Purther, a program must be devised that could become effective tmmedi-

ately.

eserve Banks. From then on it would be a System proposition. He

14as h°Peful that the Presidents would call in officers of the principal

bani—
and discuss the program with them.
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The Board Board would not propose to make whatever statement was

adopted _
a public document, at least until the bugs were ironed out,

Governor Robertson continued. It was not possible to change admin-

istratio_n of the window in one jump, and there would undoubtedly be

Problems, but they should be avoided to the extent possible. If

borrowing
increased, there would be a stronger case for the use of

a Price mechanism (the discount rate) as a means of policing, but in

his °Pinion that point had not yet been reached. At the moment the

merefact that the discount rate was out of line with market rates

did not affect the administration of the window, at least in his

gment, but the point could be reached where a discount rate move

14°111d have to be made. At that point the System would have to face

the
consequences and move. There might be real flaws in the program

("1-ined in the staff draft memorandum. The Board had devoted con-

'der ble time to it, but realized that the Presidents had not had

illuch opportunity to go over it.

Governor Brimmer said, on the question of a public announce-

ellt, that because this was such a substantive change in the approach

to f.

'e window, he would hope that at some point early in the process

8°T11 kind of public announcement would be made to clarify the under-

lYin g rationale, He thought it vital that not only banks but bor-

" have an appreciation of what was involved.

Vice Chairman Robertson then called for views around the table,

arid
?resident Hayes said he had qualms aside from some important sub-

questions. Such a fundamental change was involved that if
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the views of the Presidents were to be given some weight a one-day

Perusal of the memorandum hardly allowed time for the preparation of

considered views. This was the kind of change that could profitably

be discussed by the whole System over a period of weeks, rather than

hours,
before it was put into effect. He understood from Governor

Robertson's comments, however, that there was an intention to put it

into effect immediately. This raised difficult questions for the

dete
rmination of open market policy over the coming weeks, and there-

fore it was probably necessary to clarify this particular issue in

advance
of the open market meeting, though he was frank to say that

14bstever resolution was made of the matter, difficult problems might

be created in terms of open market policy.

President Hayes then said that the Board staff's draft memo-

ralldum seemed to be predicated on the premise: (a) that the present

PrimarY reliance on open market operations was inadequate to achieve

the desired policy goals; and (b) that developments arising from pos-

sible

large

Urlder

large run-offs of CDs, combined with other losses of funds and

seasonal demands, could not be handled by the discount window

the present interpretation of Regulation A. The memorandum

further stated that a current goal of monetary policy was to achieve

somewhat better balance of such restraint (of credit growth) among

the various categories of final credit users." It was by no means

ertain that this was a position which could be identified with any

sPecific System decisions.
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The procedures proposed in the memorandum, President Hayes

continued, would in effect establish a separate lending procedure to

meet 
additional borrowing needs arising from specific enumerated cir-

cumstances. The "additional adjustment assistance credit," under the

Proposed policy, would be made available under an extended interpre-

tet
101,1 of the meaning of Regulation A, and the credit's duration would

depend
on commitments involving a specific program on the part of the

b°rrawing bank to tighten its loan policy and to take specific steps

tow
arde rebuilding liquidity. Normal lending under the present inter-

Pretation would be continued, but it was not clear how the two would

be distinguished and coordinated. Apparently, only borrowing under

the flew procedure was to be offset automatically by open market opera-

The memorandum implicitly raised, but did not specifically

ans,
difficult questions with regard to the coordination of discount

Polic
Y with open market operations. It had little to say about System

com,A.
'"ulnation of the implementation of the proposed policy and the

setti
ag up of workable and uniform criteria for implementing the new

Program.

The new policy proposed in the staff memorandum came close to

Plael
'-.11g the discount window in the position of providing guidance to

the borrowing banks with regard to the distribution of credit, without

eller
- stating specifically that the purpose of the new policy would be

to ,
,educe business loans. If reduction of lending to business, in
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Particular to large corporate borrowers, was to be a declared purpose

of current Federal Reserve policy, it was doubtful that the suggested

br
oadening of the interpretation of Regulation A was the best means

of a
chieving it. Moreover, it was likely that large corporations

would be able to obtain elsewhere funds denied by the banking system,

and that they would be willing to pay the required price.

It appeared to him, President Hayes said, that it was entirely

feasible to accommodate, without any essential change in the methods

Of admi

that 

nistering the Reserve Bank discount windows, any borrowing needs

might arise from pressures on bank reserve positions discussed in

the Board
staff memorandum. Borrowing to permit orderly adjustment

°f leading and portfolio policies to massive losses of CDs (or other
type,
' of volatile funds) would be consistent with the spirit and cur-

application of Regulation A. He would expect--and welcome--an

illerease in borrowing by New York money market banks in the weeks

ahead.

rent

Indeed, this would be the automatic effect of any tightening

thro 'Agn the tested instrument of open market operations. But placing

°11 the discount window a vastly enlarged responsibility for supplying

teservee in the coming months would involve many complex problems for
the system,

the banking system, and financial markets. The System was

40t cy adequat
I prepared to make such a shift, and it was undesirable

to undertake a

fundamental change under present conditions. Proposals
as sw_

'ePing as those submitted required and deserved more than one
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day's cursory study. It might be that the fundamental reappraisal

of the discount mechanism now under way would suggest the desirability

of significant changes in the role assigned to the various tools of

monetary policy, but there did not seem to be any need to undertake

a basic shift now.

Some of the policies and procedures discussed in the memorandum

could be put into effect independently of the proposed change in Regula-

tion A, President Hayes said. In particular, a better coordination of

discount and bank supervisory activities was needed better to link

discount window assistance to the observation of proper liquidity pol-

icies.

3(N)

It would be a mistake, however, to insist on a rebuilding of

bank liquidity at a time when banks might properly be expected to make

use of liquidity cushions built up against volatile deposits, including

certificates of deposit, to absorb at least part of the expected losses.

It /night

tioa on

banks.

sib].

also be feasible and desirable to improve the flow of informa-

bank lending and borrowing, in particular for money market

He had considerable doubt, however, whether it would be pos-

to obtain meaningful statistics on lending commitments as an

advsnc _
u indicator of bank lending activities.

Some aspects of the proposed policy needed considerable study

bees
use of their ultimate implications--for instance "temporary credit

"tensions to finance, directly or indirectly, minimum underwriting

tivities essential to the continued functioning of securities markets."
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It was President Hayes' opinion that to implement a new policy

along the lines outlined in the memorandum, a public announcement would

be required; and that such an announcement might create the impression

of an
easing of reserve policy. Moreover, unless open market opera-

offset the bulge in reserves stemming from the added borrowing,

the extra reserves could provide the basis for undesirable credit

exPansion. Such operations, however, might contribute to confusing

snd disturbing the market.

In summary, then, it appeared to President Hayes that there

14ss no compelling need to resort to a radical change in the implemen-

tsti°11 of discount policy to achieve present monetary policy goals

and to meet any pressures that might arise in the near future. In

viel4 of the present highly sensitive state of the market, this did

not seem to be the proper time to experiment with new policies that

ihvolved complex adjustments in reserve flows and might therefore

result in confusion among market participants and possibly have per-

effects on the rate of credit growth. He did not see how the

°Pen Market Committee could hope to reach a meaningful consensus on

°Pen market operations and devise proper instructions to the Manager

if the proposed discount policy were to be put into effect in the next

three 
weeks .

Mr. Ellis said he had some questions that required response

if the Reserve Banks were to try to implement the program responsibly.
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Conversations with large banks in the First District showed clearly

that they expected to rely on the window to meet unusual problems

associated with the change in reserve requirements, the tax and divi-

dend dates, and run-offs of negotiable CDs. The press release issued

by the 
Board in connection with the change in reserve requirements

had built up that expectation; now came the staff memorandum having

as its theme a suggestion that these member banks be permitted a longer

that), normal borrowing period in exchange for a commitment to adjust

leliding policies.

His first question, President Ellis said, was what the Reserve

Banks would offer to the borrowing banks in terms of borrowing facil-

s beyond those they would rightfully expect to be available to

them at 
present. That would be the first question the banks would

direct to the discount officers, and the program would have no ready

accePtance until the Reserve Banks could supply the answer. There

Iflust be a definition, in specific terms, of weeks of unchallenged

bn-rr0,0
-lag. If that answer was given, however, it would mean some

le
ening of the tightening posture of monetary policy to make it

easie„..
for specific banks to readjust their positions, which they were

In fact going to have to do anyway.

Mr. Ellis' second question related to the degree of formality

Of the program. Were the commitments referred to in the staff memo-

taodum to be in writing? Were the commitments to be in some defined
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form the Reserve Banks could measure? The memorandum spoke of

demonstrating that tighter lending policies were being followed,

*Itch meant that there must be a reporting system. If the program

as really intended to be that formal, then it stopped short of

dequacy because it was not sufficiently specific and comprehensive.

On the other hand, it proposed to do much more than could be accom-

Plished under an informal program, without written commitments and

reports.

third question, Mr. Ellis said, was how active the Reserve

Banks should be in promoting the program. Normally member banks were

allowed to borrow for short periods without much question. A Reserve

Bank ordinarily did not request information on the first occasion a

bank showed up at the window. It assumed the borrowing was temporary,

and in most cases correctly. Under the proposed program, however,

unless the Reserve Bank launched requests at the onset of each borrow-

banks would be able to avoid the program. There was also the

question of the degree of involvement of the Reserve Banks in urging

realignment of assets and restoration of liquidity positions, even

after a bank was in position to discontinue borrowing. It would be

a tie_
w and somewhat different policy objective if the Reserve Banks

me arbiters of the allocation of credit among final users. This

ed the question whether Federal Reserve infringement on management

Prer°8ative5 would be helpful in longer-range relationships with member

beca

'rats

banks.
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Mr. Ellis said his difficulty in resolving these questions

forced him to the conclusion that the Federal Reserve should strive

during the period immediately ahead to intensify present efforts to

encoura e
g and guide banks to restrain their lending activities with-

out the complication of imposing a new formal program, with all the

troubles that would necessarily be involved if it were placed in

°Peration on short notice and with all the upsetting factors that

would go with such an approach.

President Irons commented that the last paragraph of the

8°erd's press release on the change in reserve requirements might

have been sufficient to cause a number of bankers to contact the

Reserve Banks to find out what change was taking place. In view of

this release and the press reports thereon, it seemed to him that a

further announcement would be almost necessary, and such a release

"Lad have to be written with great care in view of the differing

inter
pretations that had been placed on the earlier release.

On preliminary review of the staff memorandum, President Irons

ssid, he felt that the Reserve Banks probably could accomplish under

the Present Regulation A all that needed to be accomplished in the

Present circumstances. He failed to see how credit could be extended

liberellY with one hand and tightened with the other hand. In the

leventh District there would be more banks involved in, or at least

rimulated by, this program than might be thought at first. Normally,
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°Ils would think of relatively few banks being active in the Federal

funds market, but reports on Federal funds transactions now being

obtained by the Dallas Bank on a weekly basis showed that some 180

member banks had been buying or selling Federal funds during the last

reporting period. If Federal funds dried up, this would affect not

(411Y the largest banks in the District, with their built-in deficit

P°sitions, but also perhaps numerous country banks who could be cut

Off from loans from their correspondents. The proposed program would

generate in the minds of bankers an expectation of funds being more

readilY available than before, and in that kind of situation the window

Wnuld be hard to administer. If aggressive banks caught in the run-off

Of CDs were fitted in under the program, they might take 10 days, 30

days, or even 3 months to work their way out. At present, if such a

bami_
um should come to the window, the Reserve Bank would discuss its

Pnsition and let it have some money for, say, three days, following

Ilhich that bank would come back and the Reserve Bank would take another

look. In this manner discount window administration tends to keep

Pressure on the bank.

Problems could arise, of course, as a result of the circum-

stances foreseen in the staff memorandum, President Irons observed.

Ilut he was not sure they were of such nature that the Reserve Banks

"uld not meet them under Regulation A, as pressure developed through

rtp,
""ff of cps, without opening a door that would liberalize the
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discount window. A lot of terms were used in the memorandum that

were not defined timewise, and that also might create problems. In

fact the proposed program would almost amount to setting up two stan-

dards
if the System retained Regulation A and at the same time

introduced the new program. Many banks which had become liquid had

been meeting their requirements in one way or another. Those banks

aPParently would be expected to stay under Regulation A. However,

Other banks that had been reaching out more aggressively were now

being told that the Federal Reserve would work the problem out with

hen'. This could produce a discriminatory situation.

In summary, President Irons said, he thought the situation

Igae not so pressing that the System must take action today or tomorrow.

He 
noted that a fundamental reappraisal of the discount mechanism was

la progress. While that study obviously would not be completed for

8°Ille time, he felt that the System could attempt to meet the current

situation with its present tools, programs, and regulations--deviating

'411enever necessary to meet any unusual situation. With or without the

Pt°Posed program, he considered it important that the discount depart-

Inenta of the Reserve Banks keep in close informal contact with each

Other to assure that they were operating along similar lines. It was

imPortant for the people at each Bank to know what other Banks were

de'lag in certain situations.

Governor Mitchell, as Chairman of the Steering Committee for

the ,
rundamental Reappraisal of the Discount Mechanism, commented that
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the study had three or four major focal points. One related to the

experience at the discount window in the various Districts and the

differences in treatment of similar borrowing situations. This study

indicated a disturbing lack of uniformity in administration of the

window, and most of the evidence on Federal Reserve experience had

been assembled. The survey also had established a link with the aca-

demic community, and it appeared that such theoretical and practical

suggestions as were going to come from those quarters were already in,

although contracts had been entered into for some additional studies

by 
two or three individuals. The discount study group was still

wrestling with the problem why some banks borrowed and some did not,

alid with the problem of the relationship of borrowing from the Federal

Reserve to borrowing from correspondent banks. The committee and staff

had given
some attention to the relative reliance that should be placed

°II rate and administration. The fundamental question was whether it
would be

desirable to lighten the task of administration by increasing
the

role of the discount rate, and the time was getting close for
debate _,

nr the issue within the discount study group and the System.

If th e System wanted to move in the direction of using the discount

rate as
the primary tool, with secondary reliance on discount window

administration, it probably could take that course. However, his

intuition told him this was not the time to change discount policy so

draaticallY even though such a change might appear appropriate after
the A,

%/1.scount study had been completed.
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President Swan said that, like President Hayes, he had some

question about listing temporary credit extensions to finance minimum

underwriting activities essential to the continued functioning of

securities markets as a reason why borrowing member banks should be

c°nsidered for greater than usual accommodation at the discount window.

That seemed to represent quite a different

gories 
listed in the staff memorandum. He

thing from the other cate-

then asked why it was

th°11ght that the proposed program should be limited to banks that had

8c'tten into an illiquid position because of CD run-offs or the drying

111) of Federal funds.

batik? He was not sure

Why should it not be applied to any borrowing

of the distinction in terms of what the memo-

randum proposed to accomplish. In terms of attitudes to be taken, he

had
a question about the extent to which the Federal Reserve would be

8etting into particular uses of funds. The memorandum indicated that

eue°4ragement of a tightening of lending policies should not extend

tn Reserve Bank specification of what particular borrowers or classes

Of bo
rrowers should be curtailed.

area? The question

Of types of lending,

inlPlications of the memorandum and the application of the program.

Re also 
had a question about what the commitment figures

they might mean different things to different banks.

However, what would a Reserve Bank's

reaction be if a member bank tightened only in the real estate loan

was how far the Reserve Banks should go in terms

and he had considerable reservation about the

would mean;
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President Swan suggested that if the program was approached

in terms of minimum scope--emphasis on loan reduction against liquida-

tion of securities--it seemed to him that this could be accomplished

quite well within Regulation A. If all could agree on some facets

of emphasis short of a complete new program, it might be better to

see how that worked. He would expect a substantial run-off of CDs to

lead to additional borrowing, and even under Regulation A the Reserve

8snks would have to accommodate it.

If the proposed program were adopted, President Swan said,

he would prefer to have some announcement made. However, if the

SYSteM took minimum steps and tried to accomplish the necessary

things within Regulation A, he doubted whether a further announcement

be ond that contained in the Board's recent press release would be

necessary. 
In any event, he felt that a substantial increase in bor-

tclwing could be expected, especially if the differential widened between

)!3M

the J.

ulscount rate and the Federal funds rate. He did not think it was

e question of rate versus administration; the two must go together.

Re hoped it would be possible to get a little help from a higher dis-

c°11nt rate before the amount of borrowing grew substantially. If it

14" really felt that a great problem existed, consideration of getting

eome help from a higher discount rate should not be deferred until after

the fact.

President Galusha said that the proposed program represented to

him a .
disturbing change of a substantive nature in Regulation A. As
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One who had practiced administrative law, he had a strong distaste

for the practice of some agencies in changing public posture without

Changing their regulatory expressions. It seemed to him that a sub-

stantial modification of Regulation A was proposed when one tried to

cure the problems of monetary tightness through the discount window

by directing banks away from business loans. To him this was the

first real new dimension added by the memorandum. The other new

dimension was in allowing borrowings to continue for more extended

Periods than previously allowed. In his view the variety of banking

Problems found in individual applicants at the discount window was

8° mixed that it would be difficult indeed to achieve uniformity.

It w—
ab necessary to look at each individual bank. It appeared to him

that all 
the direction needed to accommodate the situation, that is,

to tide banks over the possible run-off of CDs, was found in Regula-

tion A, unless the intent was to change the approach of the Reserve

Sank to the borrowing bank so as to investigate kinds of loans. If

that was the intent, it would involve a substantive change that would

be 
accomplished better by a revision of Regulation A.

President Scanlon suggested that if the proposed program was

8°14 to be adopted, the Board should give further study to some of

the 
words used in it and give the Presidents a chance to study them.

Some
of the expressions would seem to lend themselves to better defi-

nition.
He agreed with Governor Mitchell that the discount study did
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reveal a lack of uniformity, but he did not regard the differences

as 
being too serious. At any rate, the current proposal would only

aggravate matters and lead to less uniformity.

President Scanlon said he felt that he was able to find in

be foreword to Regulation A, and in the Regulation itself, authority

to take care of the various situations that the guidelines in the

draft memorandum were intended to cover. As he recalled, Governor

Robertson had spoken of borrowing at the window as not having been

eceasive. Actually, the reason for absence of more borrowing was

that the Reserve Banks had in effect told the member banks to stay

"laY* If the Reserve Banks were to relax, borrowing would rise imme-

diately. 
In the past six months the Chicago Reserve Bank had sat down

" aumerous occasions with the chief officers not only of money market

ballka but the larger reserve city banks and tried to lay the ground

rules before them; in other words, get them to understand the rules

°f the
game. The last paragraph of the Board's recent press release

had caused some of them to come in and raise questions. He was dis-

turbed to hear several of the bankers saying that they thought the

Pederal
Reserve was backing away from its program of restraint, that

the Board had taken a mild action in raising reserve requirements and

then more than offset the action by opening the discount window. He

did riot think that such a reaction was wanted or intended. If a further

arin°uocement was made, this should be cleared up.
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President Scanlon said he did not feel it was possible to

achiev e both credit restraint and comfortable liquidity without spec-

Ying liquidity requirements by regulation. If liquidity standards

ere going to be set, he would favor having the supervisory agencies

sPecifY that banks had to maintain a certain liquidity. It was

inaPProPriate to use this as a criterion for eligibility to borrow;

it rather smacked of the compensating balance technique. The System

needed to retain the posture that it was the ultimate source of liquid-

ity for all member banks.

President Scanlon also felt that an attempt to distinguish

bet_ n
"ve existing and new loans in determining eligibility to borrow

would be difficult and ineffective. A change in total loans might

be used
for this purpose, but the Reserve Banks were in effect using

that now.
The first thing a Reserve Bank looked at, when a bank came

to the window, was what had happened to its total loans.

President Scanlon noted that the draft memorandum stated that

detailed reports on the purpose of borrowing would be required. He

l'es not- sure what the use of such reports would be, but apparently

bc)tr°I4illg for some purposes would be offset by open market operations

bc>rrowlog for other purposes would not. He saw no logic in

att"iPting to link the operations of individual banks with open market

(3Peratio__
us If it was desired to promote any particular asset segment,

there were
Ways to do this without opening the discount window to a

POl 
lcY that could have unpredictable results.
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President Clay said he had no doubt but that the discount

window should be used to supply funds temporarily for the variety of

reasons outlined in the staff memorandum. However, he would have no

iculty in interpreting the present Regulation A to permit supply-

such funds on a temporary basis. If the problems covered in the

memorandum all rolled up together at one time, a massive movement

to
'IQ the window could be expected without any more announcement than

had already been made. As soon as banks began to see an increase in

bor„
'°wings, they would come in and test the window. Very soon it

14°uld be necessary to have a price mechanism also at work in order

to 1,--imtve orderly administration of the window. If the proposed program

wa. ,a
- stituted, the necessity of moving on the discount rate should

be 
recogn 

President Clay thought it would be almost impossible to dis-

tin .
gulsh between traditional types of borrowing under Regulation A and

bor,
kowings for the purposes described in the memorandum. He thought

the Reserve Banks probably would wind up by putting almost all bor-

g on the basis stated in the memorandum. He added that he did

nc)t Pretend to know how to run all of the banks in the Tenth District.

Re't ,1
oubted that anyone around the table had the knowledge to run all

c) the banks in the respective districts. If a bank came to the window

for r
-assons outlined in the memorandum, he would have no hesitancy in

6 suggestions as to what the bank might do to make the borrowing
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Period temporary, but he would ask the bank to formulate its own 
pro-

gram. It would have the judgment as to where credit was needed and

What was in the best interests of the bank and its community. He

would find it difficult to sit down with a bank and say that it must

8t013 making certain loans. The bank might find it could go into the

Federal funds market, do a better job there, and get through the 
period.

In summary, President Clay said, he thought the proposal 
was

unnecessary and carried the danger of moving the Federal Reserve 
into

the
Operations of the individual member banks. He thought this was

the Wrong way for the Federal Reserve to move.

President Wayne said that, like President Hayes, he was 
rather

Startled to read in the memorandum that it was the current aim of 
mone-

tary 
Policy to restrain the pace of credit expansion, particularly

bar"N
d.

credit expansion, "while achieving a somewhat better balance of

Such 
restraint among the various categories of final credit users."

Re had-- not been aware that this was a part of current monetary 
policy,

and 
it was his feeling that the objective could not be achieved 

through

111°IletarY policy. If the Federal Reserve tried to do that, it would 
be

dertaking to substitute the System's judgment for the managerial

judgment of the member banks. It was doubtful that the System was

qualified, and it was an illusion to think that the objective could
 be

acc°mPlished. Actually, this was one of the original concepts of the

SYstem--to direct the flow of credit into appropriate channels-
-but

o 1
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the effort proved ineffective. If attempted in 1966, it would be in-

effective and frustrating. Further, the effort would apply only to

banks that came to the discount window.

President Wayne said the key banks in the Fifth District were

aware of and concerned about the problem of rising business loans.

However, it must be recognized that a commercial bank operates--prop-

enlY--on depositor relationships. If the Federal Reserve moved into

this area, it would be moving along a road of no return because it

would have to be specific. Banks would say to the public that their

refusal to extend certain credits flowed from accepting the System's

advice. This would involve a vast change in concept and approach.

President Hickman said the proposal appeared to be designed

to f _
svor large money market banks that had relied heavily on CDs, RPs

with corporations, etc., over smaller and more conservative banks.

Like the change in Regulation Q last December, the proposal might be

erPreted as an effort to bail out the aggressive banks from a liquid-

ity
 squeeze, which was precisely the position they should be in under

conditions of tight money. Second, unless the discount rate were

raised to 5-1/2 per cent, the large banks would find it profitable to

rePlsce CD money with funds from the discount window. Third, it was

nor clear from the proposal, as stated, whether the Account Manager

Should absorb the reserves provided through increased borrowing or

whe the
r these reserves should be allowed to provide the base for mul-

tiple 
credit expansion. If the total increase of borrowed reserves
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was not fully offset by sales into the market, credit creation would

be inflationary. If it were fully offset, the System would be in

roughly the same position as if it had not allowed the additional

borrowing in the first instance. This raised the question whether the

SYstem could not help out the banks temporarily under Regulation A as

ncq..7 written, encouraging the banks to repay their debt in the shortest

time possible.

Perhaps he was old-fashioned, President Hickman said, but it

seemed to him there was a danger in trying to guide the banks too

cic'salY in their asset management. Complete control over bank assets

is One —
WogY in which totalitarian governments control their economic

sYstems. One of the principal advantages of general controls over

selective controls in a free enterprise system is that there is a min-

iltium of interference with market processes. Demand-pull inflation is

caused by the fact that aggregate demand exceeds the capacity to pro-

duce. The most efficient producers are, by and large, the large cor-

P°retions who are tied closely to the large banks. If business loans

Were 
further rationed by large banks, the capacity of the most efficient

Producers would be curtailed, thus leading to further inflation.

President Hickman noted that one of the ancillary purposes of

Proposal was to counter bank sales of investments into the market;

a major purpose of banks in holding such secondary reserves is to

the

Yet

be able
to liquidate them in periods of strong loan demand or credit
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stringency. Banks hold liquid investments to liquidate them, not to

hoard them in periods of credit stringency. In sum, he felt that the

Proposal should be given further study.

President Bopp asked what was really so different about the

Proposed new procedure, in view of the fact that at present one of

the first things asked by a Reserve Bank was what had happened to a

°trowing bank's deposits and loans. This was a usual circumstance

in connection with accommodation under Regulation A. There were some

differences in administration between Banks, and Regulation A was not

Precise. The proposed procedure would presumably add something precise

to a 
base that was not precise, and it might introduce serious confu-

si°°s. He noted that the memorandum stated that an "appropriate" level

Of 
liquidity could not be defined with any assurance, but that as a

rule of thumb a discount officer might use as a normative value the

liquiditY position of the typical bank in the borrowing bank's reserve

class and size range. The question of the ability to get accurate,

rneallingful, current information apparently had not been recognized.

Purth
er, the memorandum said that borrowing banks should be asked to

reP°rt regularly on their borrowings from non-Federal Reserve sources,

in 
Order 

judgment f their liquid liabilities toto permit a suitable o

offs
t a .

galnst their liquid assets. He noted that the greatest liquid

liabil.lty of a bank was its demand deposits. This was the very nature

°f
'1-rig; the meaning of liquidity in the case of banking was quite
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different from the meaning in the case of a corporation. His sugges-

ti°11 would be that in any redrafting assistance be sought from people

With general experience as discount officers, not only to make verbal

changes in the draft statement but to determine whether the types of

information described in the statement could actually be obtained.

President Patterson said he shared the feeling that adminis-

tration of the discount window had been effective. A tightening had

been achieved, and this was generally know among bankers. He would

hesitate to get into the area of asset management without some defi-

nite 
criteria that could be presented to banks in order to let them

know what was expected of them. While he was not opposed to the broad

ob
jectives of the program, he was opposed to the memorandum in its

Present form. A great deal of study was needed before adopting any-

tbihg that might be regarded as an amendment of Regulation A.

President Francis said he supposed part of the problem reflected

comments being heard from bankers and others about a liquidity problem

this fall.
At the same time, reports were also being heard from bankers

and others about some anticipatory borrowing. In his view, the situa-

ti" 'night develop to be something like the midyear problem of savings

and 
loan associations. Some preparations were made, but the problem

turned out not to be so difficult as it earlier appeared from some

angles. In any event, he would be reluctant to make any announcement

°f basic
ehanges in Regulation A or the discount function at this time,
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lest this wind up being more of an invitation to excessive use of the

discount window than anything else. He shared the views already

expressed by several persons that Regulation A afforded the tools to

do about anything that could actually be read into the memorandum.

AS to the special circumstances outlined in it, the St. Louis Bank

had been working for months with cases of that kind, more or less

With the view of helping the management of the banks concerned to

straighten things out. A move into some of the areas outlined in the

Inem°rendum would appear to inject the System into portfolio manage-

Which was not where the System belonged. He sensed the possi-

but,
LY that some of the implied commitments could develop into more

or less
of an invitation to some institutions to use the discount

facii
itY. He agreed with the thought that in all of this there was

114Plied some special advantage to less prudent bankers, and penalties

tO those
who had attempted to maintain an investment position that

would enable them to weather periods of this kind.

President Francis felt that if the problem developed in sub-

stantially 
the way indicated in the statement it should be made a

matter
of policy to accommodate liberally through the window, rather

than 
through open market operations. He thought that without any

basic change
in the present tools it would be possible to ride out

whatev__
might reasonably develop. He would hate to see the System

v°1-ve itself in something that might not work out as the System

w°uld like.
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Governor Mitchell noted that several people had said that

they thought they could do under Regulation A about all that was

ilT1Plied in the memorandum. He felt this was true. The proposal was

nct brought forth as a new regulation; it was just an attempt to elab-

°rate types of situations that might occur in the next month or so.

The Account Manager had been worried about the municipal market, and

bankers who had been attempting to liquidate their portfolios also

ere nervous. The market was extremely delicate. The situation was

aPt to become more gloomy as the weeks unfolded and CD run-offs became

larot
.*°'
,
1'. His view was that it was desirable to move toward more uni-

for,„
—"Y in the administration of the discount window--and here he was

talk.
ing about the problems of the large banks and leaving out of account

seas°11a1 borrowing--if in fact a period was approaching when borrowings

"uld be very large. The staff document was an attempt to try to pin-

Pctint some of the problems that might arise. Many people had talked

3 I.

todn_
'Y about substituting the System's judgment for that of a member

bank,
s management. Actually, the Reserve Banks had been doing some of

that constantly. They had all talked to member banks about lending and

investment policies. It was the way in which this was done that made

it acceptable or unacceptable.

This was a period of monetary restraint, Governor Mitchell

added
, and it might be assumed that more restraint would be forthcoming,

even 
if simply through the market tightening itself. Accordingly, there
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certain to be pressure on the discount window. The memorandum

attempted to explore the problems and propose methods for dealing

with those problems as they might develop. Fault might be found with

some aspects of the staff memorandum, but the problems would still be

there.

Governor Daane said he shared the philosophical bias expressed

by
number of others against injecting the discount window into the

all 
process. The System had seen the error of its ways when

it at to do that in the early days. At present the market was

etrealely sensitive, and he agreed with President Hayes that this was

hot the time to experiment with an almost impossible chore of differ-

"tation that could only lead to further confusion of banker attitudes.

Re w°uld prefer to rely on the continuing efforts and good sense of

the discount officers rather than to construct elaborate new rules and

arrangements.

Governor Maisel observed that the problem involved was whether

"hti4gency planning should or should not be attempted. The basic

guesti°n was what would happen if banks could not roll over their CDs

"d many of them came to the discount window simultaneously. How

Should the System adjust? Should it be assumed that it would adjust

automatically under Regulation A? It seemed to him that it would not.

Mere appeared to be a basic difference between the micro problem and

the raacro problem. The macro problem could not be solved by saying
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that every bank that found itself in difficulty could come to the

and borrow as much as it wanted for several weeks. If banks

came to the window, the question was what the System would say that

it was going to do in this period. It was not a matter of dealing

With imprudent banks. It was an effort to set up SOUR general rules

44dsr which open market operations could be conducted during the next

several weeks or months in relation to what was going on at the dis-

count 
window.

The broader question, Governor Maisel continued, was whether

the SYstem was satisfied with the present thrust of monetary policy.

There might be some question whether an aggregate policy was succeed-

148 in doing what monetary policy was supposed to be doing. He saw

4° 1°gic in the statement that the Federal Reserve should not be

co4cerned with individual bank portfolios. The mere fact of the

large increase in business loans made it necessary to ask whether it

was desirable to continue along current lines. As he read the staff

Illern°randum and listened to the discussion around the table, he felt

that this was the second basic question: whether monetary policy was

successful if the result was to have the types of distortions that had

°ccurred in the present period of restraint.

Governor Maisel said he thought there was no other central

batik 
that did not have a firmer policy along this line than was pro-

P°8ed i1 the staff memorandum, which suggested nothing very radical.
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As he had said, he thought that the two basic questions to which he

had referred were critical and must be decided, particularly the

question whether the System was satisfied with the manner in which

credit was now being distributed.

Governor Brimmer commented that the staff document had been

drafted to help put into a systematic scheme some of the issues that

might have to be faced. The reactiono around the table today were

not surprising in view of the short time the draft document had been

lade available to the Presidents and in view of the implied shift in

discount administration, but he thought the document proposed a desir-

able 
change. He was not convinced that the System should refrain from

innovating at all simply because it was in a difficult situation. Nor-

ma ii. he tended to be conservative, and on several occasions he had

stressed that the System should not innovate unnecessarily, but he was

concerned about the differential impact of monetary policy. In his

°Pinion, contingency planning was clearly indicated.

Governor Brimmer said he thought no one should have read the

8°ard's

discount window. The purpose was to say, in recognition of the action

" reserve requirements and the failure to lift Regulation Q ceilings,

that this necessarily implied some run-off of CDs. The

riot to
Offer aid to overly aggressive and irresponsible

recent press release as an open invitation to come to the

rather to say that the System was not irresponsible and

intent was

banks, but

would not let
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banks
go down the drain because of liquidity problems. However, if

banks wanted to be accommodated, then as a condition to their borrow-

other than regular seasonal borrowing--they ought to be willing

to meet some of the objectives of monetary policy. In his view, the

use of traditional instruments would not serve to cope with the pres-

ent 
situation.

Governor Robertson commented that it should be clear that no

amendment to Regulation A was contemplated. Instead, the purpose of

/4hatever action was decided upon would be to provide uniformity among

the Federal Reserve Banks in coping with the problems that seemed cer-

tain 
to lie ahead. From the System's standpoint, he was apprehensive

ah Out

There

a monetary policy that had a major impact in only limited areas.

was a substantial body of opinion, he added, to the effect that

the 
11be
__

of monetary policy had served only to push up rates, and that

Lt 
had not served to curtail credit in such a way as to cut down on

infl
ationary pressures. He thought it should be obvious to anyone

tglin had read the Board's press release that the intent was not to open

4 the discount window. The purpose of the change in reserve require-

ments was to indicate clearly an intent to tighten monetary policy

further in order to make it effective and put the System in a position

tlhere it could cope with the present problems. The current proposal

was
"t designed to penalize the prudent lender and benefit the impru-

dent ,
lender, or to bail out aggressive banks that had gotten into an
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illiquid position. Rather, it was an effort to make clear that there

were conditions attached to the use of the discount window, one being

to obtain a curb on credit expansion. There might be differences of

°Pinion as to just how to proceed. There might be questions as to

whether the System would be interfering unduly with bank management.

In any event, on the basis of today's comments the Board would proceed

t° work on the memorandum further to produce the kind of document that

could be helpful to the System in coping with the problems that were

aoi-ng to be encountered at the discount window, not by way of amend-

ment of Regulation A but by carrying out what he conceived to be the

Purpose of the Regulation and the general language used therein.

Governor Shepardson agreed with Governor Robertson's state-

ment of concept as to the objectives of the proposal. He also agreed

With the statements that had been made about the danger of trying to

tun a member bank's business. Nevertheless, it was his impression

that in many
cases Reserve Banks, in talking with member banks, had

looked at their portfolios and suggested that they liquidate invest-

ments, even at a cost, in order to get out of the window.

Governor Shepardson added that last December it was hard to

foreSee so fast and so great a movement in interest rates. This

nic3vernent had produced some distortions, more than the System would

have liked to see. Presently the market for municipal securities was

riletitioned as being very tight. However, activity financed through
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mun-lcipal offerings was in many cases not only desirable but essen-

tial, and the market must not be cramped too tightly. His thought

14aa that the Reserve Banks, in counseling with member banks, would

eaTnasize the desirability of cutting back some of their lending

rather than forcing municipal securities onto an already congested

market. It had not been his thought that the staff memorandum would

involve a change in Regulation A or that it would be public. Rather

it was
a means of developing a common approach in order to achieve

more 
Uniformity in discount administration and in order to lay stress

On
restraint in lending rather than liquidation of securities.

In further discussion, President Wayne observed that the Reserve

Ba
--na would be pressed into being specific and then would be quoted. If

the objectives were as indicated by Board members, they could not be

realized effectively through the discount window. Instead, the System

would 
have to state specifically that this was a time when credit

84°111d not be extended to certain areas, that is, if the System intended

to hec°me active in determining the uses of credit. This might be noth-

ing radical in terms of what other central banks had done, but it would

be
quite radical in this country. So substantial a departure from tra-

aalditio
practices should not be undertaken lightly.

table

Governor Robertson commented that he was sure no one at this

would want to see the Federal Reserve undertake to pass on indi-

credit applications. However, the System should do everything
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P°ssible to see that those who utilized the discount window were

141lling to participate in a program designed to curtail inflationary

Pressures.

President Hayes said he shared the apprehension express
ed by

President Wayne that once the System embarked on a route of expressin
g

Preferences concerning types of borrowers, the end of the road c
ould

not be foreseen. There were always dangers, admittedly, of political

inte
rpretation as to what a central bank was doing. There was never

a business expansion or cycle when the differential impact of 
monetary

P°1icY did not lead to a certain amount of criticism. The way to meet

this was not to acquiesce in the correctness of such criticism but

rather to hold to the general philosophy that the beauty of monetar
y

P°11-cY lay in its impersonal quality. There were many ways of assist-

ing specUic segments of the economy to meet over-all Governmental

Policy, but he would regret to see monetary policy assume the role of

ttYing to affect that outcome.

Governor Daane commented that if the proposal really re
presented

a rilajor change and involved a different System approach to implementa-

tion of monetary policy, then it was not merely a question of getting

bu,0
°°- out of the staff memorandum. Instead, the matter deserved full

consideration by all parts of the System.

Governor Robertson concluded the meeting by requesting that

the ,
rresidents submit any further comments in writing this week, to
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074

which he added that it might be necessary to call another joint meet-

ing of the Board and the Presidents.

The meeting then adjourned.


